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About This Software
JugiPaint is a painting software with diverse tools for various illustration works. It provides many standard digital painting
features like layers, brushes, selections, transformations, etc., as well as some less often like guide layers and panels. The raster
based painting and editing capabilities are supplemented with powerful tools for creating vector based line art.
JugiPaint is the successor of Comicado and is also well suited for creating comics.
Key features:
- a versatile brush system which powers a wide range of brushes with a high level of customization
- vector drawing
- filter layers
- text layers
- guide layers - perspective and simple mannequin
- layered panels for comics creation
- rulers
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Title: JugiPaint
Genre: Design & Illustration
Developer:
Jugilus
Publisher:
Jugilus
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2016
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: 64-bit Windows Vista,7,8,10
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Storage: 50 GB available space
Additional Notes: graphic tablet with wintab drivers required
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Having used this I like the layout, but the issues I have had (brush lag, no view manipulator, and that this was released with these
issues.) make this software well not worth the price. After some more time in the QA department maybe but until then if you
are looking for an improvement over 'comicado' look elsewhere.. For the price, this is a really nice drawing program. Its
interface is simple and perfect for what I need it for, but has plenty of bells and whistles if you want to get serious about your
artwork. I'd definitely recommend it, but try the demo if you have reservations.. Pretty good program so far, the perspective
"ruler" makes perspective drawings real simple, was able to pop out a decent cityscape linework in a short time using that tool.
The mannequin tool could use some work, every time I try to pose it, say, grabbing the elbow, the hand shoots off further than I
can scroll and is no longer accessible. Not a real problem, but that's one tool you can't really make use of in its current state. It's
a cool idea and simplifies the planning stage of drawing a person, but until that's fixed, just an idea.
Other than that issue, definitely a good program, but then again, I don't buy many art programs because they're expensive and
I'm cheap.. creator abandoned it and has been acting funky and destroyin my cpu last time i used it
ill miss this. Pros:
PERSPECTIVE GRIDS!
Rulers
Eclipse Rulers, not just plopping down eclipses.
Mannequins
Texture Brushes
Windows for your reference pictures
Great for planning
cons:
Complex
very demanding. If you stream your art, expect lag.
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very demanding. If you stream your art, expect lag.. Having used this I like the layout, but the issues I have had (brush lag, no
view manipulator, and that this was released with these issues.) make this software well not worth the price. After some more
time in the QA department maybe but until then if you are looking for an improvement over 'comicado' look elsewhere.. Well..
for one this isn't too bad for the price that it's at. It has a great vector image selection but the only downside is that there is no
eyedrop tool? Yesterday I was using the app and it worked wonderfully but today there are a lot of sudden crashes so I
recommend you save any work in case it randomly closes. Other than that it's pretty ok definitley would recommend for
beginners :). PRO:Its a good program with some things to get better, the good notice is that the devoloper is fast to fix or solve
your problem,
personally i like the rulers of this program its are easy to use and fast.
im to busy and have a lot of time without relax for draw something but i do it something in the artwork in JugiPaint.
The program have to be better and im sure devoloper is working in it, in general i recommend it.
CONS: the program in mi opinion is in beta phase, have a minor bugs and some crashes,makes drawing in jugipaint hard.
When developer works to fix them i can change the opinion.
04\/08\/2017 update: the program continue doing crashes when works,1 hour working wasted for nothing. (win10 updated).
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